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I have reviewed several projects from the Full Life Trio over the years and it seems that
each one of them gets a little better than the previous one.  Debbie Davis, Becki Parker and Lea
Parker make up the Full Life Trio and they have been singing for more than two decades.  Their
latest effort is titled “Dusty Road” and it includes thirteen songs that will be enjoyed by many for
years to come.

The project’s title cut leads off the project and “Dusty Road” is one of three songs on the project
written by group member Debbie Davis.  It talks of the great journey that we take with God on
this “dusty road.”  “Oh What A Way To Go” is an up-tempo song that talks about that moment
that Christ comes back and calls us up to Heaven!  A phrase that my mom used to use all the
time was “Blessing In Disguise.”  That is the title of the next song on the project and it reminds
us to trust in God’s providence and His leading to make our trials a blessing.  “He Will Calm The
Troubled Waters” is the title of the next song but it is also a great promise!  Jesus will always be
there to calm the troubles and problems of our lives.

“Jubilee Morning” is another song from this project that celebrates that day that Jesus Christ
comes back to call us Home.  Next on the project is a song that is written by Bernadette Negus,
who lives about 20 miles from me in New York State.  The song is titled “For The Victory To
Come.”  The song speaks of praising Jesus now for the victory to come!  What a blessed
assurance that, as Christians, we can do just that!  The tempo picks up once again with “Come
And Fight For Me.”  The song reminds us that we never must fight our battles alone, Jesus will
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always be there.  “Stand Your Ground” is a song that encourages us to stand our ground in
Jesus Christ even amidst our enemies.  Next on the project we find a song that I grew up
listening to the Imperials sing.  “Give Them All To Jesus” is a song encouraging the listener to
give all of your problems to Jesus and it is still a great song and a favorite of mine.

      Another song that is popular in the history books of Southern Gospel Music is “God On The
Mountain.”  The Full Life Trio has a good version of that great song on this project.  “One Prayer
At A Time” reminds us of the power of prayer and that God will and does answer each and
every prayer.  Another song about Heaven is next as the Full Life Trio sings “I’m Going Over.”  I
have always loved that beautiful song and this is a good version of the song.  The final song on
the project is a classic from the Nelons a few years ago.  “I’m Glad I Know Who Jesus Is” is the
song and it is a good way to end this project proclaiming that we are so glad we do know Jesus!

The Full Life Trio have now recorded six projects and I think I may have reviewed each one of
them!  As I mentioned, the group just seems to get better and better with each new project.  I
have enjoyed listening to this project as it is a nice collection of old and new songs.  The original
songs from the group are all heartfelt and very strong songs.  My favorite songs from this
project are “Oh What A Way To Go,” “For The Victory To Come” and “Give Them All To Jesus.” 
Full Life Trio fans will enjoy the entire project and they are likely pick up a few more fans along
the way!  For more information on the Full Life trio, visit their website at www.fulllifetrio.com .
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